We consider the following resource constrained scheduling problem. Given m identical processors, s resources R 1 ; : : :; R s with upper bounds b 1 ; : : :; b s , n independent jobs T 1 ; : : :; T n of unit length, where each job T j has a start time r j 2 II N, requires one processor and an amount R i (j) 2 f0; 1g of resource R i , i = 1; : : :; s. The optimization problem is to schedule the jobs at discrete times in II N subject to the processor, resource and start-time constraints so that the latest scheduling time is minimum. Multidimensional bin packing is a special case of this problem. Resource constrained scheduling can be relaxed in a natural way when one allows to schedule fraction of jobs. Let C opt resp. C be the minimum schedule size for the integral resp. fractional scheduling. While the computation of C opt is a NP-hard problem, C can be computed by linear programming in polynomial time. In case of zero start times R ock and Schmidt (1983) showed for the integral problem a polynomial-time approximation within (m=2)C opt and de la Vega and Lueker (1981) , improving a classical result of Garey, Graham, Johnson and Yao (1976) , gave for every > 0 a linear time algorithm with an asymptotic approximation guarantee of (s + )C opt . The main contributions of this paper include the rst polynomial-time algorithm approximating C opt for every 2 (0; 1) within a factor of 1 + for instances with b i = ( ?2 log(Cs)) for all i and m = ( ?2 logC), and a proof that the achieved approximation under the given condition is best possible, unless P = NP. Furthermore, in some cases for every xed > 1 a parallel 2 -factor approximation algorithm can be derived.
Introduction
Resource constrained scheduling with start times is the following problem: The input is a set T = fT 1 ; : : :; T n g of independent jobs. Each job T j needs one time unit for its completion and cannot be scheduled before its start time r j , r j 2 II N.
a set P = fP 1 ; : : :; P m g of identical processors. Each job needs one processor. a set R = fR 1 ; : : :; R s g of limited resources. This means that at any time all resources are available, but the available amount of each resource R i is bounded by b i 2 II N, i = 1; : : :; s.
For i = 1; : : :; s, j = 1 : : :; n let R i (j) be 0/1 resource requirements saying that every job T j needs R i (j) units of resource R i during its processing time. For a job T j 2 T and a time z 2 II N let x jz be the 0/1 variable which is 1 i job T j is scheduled at time z.
Given a valid schedule let C max be the latest completion time de ned by C max = maxfz j x jz > 0; j = 1; : : :; ng.
The combinatorial optimization problem is:
De nition 1.1 (Resource Constrained Scheduling) (i) (Integral Problem) Find a schedule, that is a 0/1 assignment for all varibles x jz , subject to the start time, processor and resource constraints such that P z2II N x jz = 1 for all jobs T j and C max is minimum. Let C opt denote this minimum.
(ii) (Fractional Problem) Find a fractional schedule, that is an assignment of each x jz to a rational number in the closed interval 0; 1] subject to the start times, processor and resource constraints so that P z2II N x jz = 1 for all jobs T j and C max is minimum. Let C denote this minimum. We shall call C opt the (integral) optimal and C the fractional optimal schedule. 1 According to the standard notation of scheduling problems the integral problem can be formalized as Pjres 1; r j ; p j = 1jC max : This notation means: the number of identical processors is part of the input ( Pj ), resources are involved ( res ), the number of resources and the amount of every resource are part of the input ( res ), every job needs at most 1 unit of a resource ( res 1 ), start times are involved ( r j ), the processing time of all jobs is equal 1 (p j = 1) and the optimization problem is to schedule the jobs as soon as possible ( jC max ).
The integral problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, even if r j = 0 for all j = 1; : : :; n, s = 1 and m = 3 GaJo79], while the fractional problem can be solved by linear programming in polynomial time (as we shall see in the next section). An interesting special case of resource constrained scheduling is the following generalized version of the multidimensional bin packing problem. 1 Note that by de nition the fractional optimal schedule C is an integer, only the assignments of jobs to times are rational numbers. 2 Packing simply means to nd a partitioning of vectors in a minimum number of sets so that the vectors in each partition (= bin) satisfy the upper bound conditions of the de nition.
De ne L R = dmax 1 i d 1 l i P n j=1 v ij e: (Observe that L R is the minimum number of bins, if fractional packing is allowed.) BIN(1; d) is the multidimensional bin packing problem, and BIN(1; 1) is the classical bin packing problem. The intention behind the formulation with a bin size vectorl is to analyse the relationship between bin sizes and polynomial-time approximability of the problem.
Previous Work. The known polynomial-time approximation algorithms for resource constrained scheduling with zero start times (problem class Pjres ; r j = 0; p j = 1jC max ) are due to Garey, Graham, Johnson, Yao GGJY76] and R ock and Schmidt RS83]. Garey et al. constructed with the First-Fit-Decreasing heuristic a schedule of length C FFD which asymptotically is a (s + 1 3 )-factor approximation, i.e. there is a non-negative integer C 0 such that C FFD C opt (s + 1 3 ) for all instances with C opt C 0 . De la Vega and Lueker VeLu81] improved this result presenting for every > 0 a linear-time algorithm which achieves an asymptotic approximation factor of s + . R ock and Schmidt showed, employing the polynomial-time solvability of the simpler problem with two processors (problem class P2jres ; r j = 0; p j = 1jC max ), an d m 2 e-factor polynomial-time approximation algorithm. Thus for problems with small optimal schedules or many resource constraints resp. processors these algorithms have a weak performance. Note that all these results are based on the assumption that the start-times of all jobs are zero. For example, R ock and Schmidt's algorithm cannot be used, when non-zero start-times are given, because the problem P2jres 1; r j ; p j = 1jC max is NP-complete, so their basis solution cannot be constructed in polynomial time, unless P = NP. In SrSt94] we showed a 2-factor approximation algorithm for resource constrained scheduling problems, when the resource bounds and the number of processors are in (log(Cs)), and proved for this class that a polynomial-time -approximation algorithm for < 1:5 cannot exist, unless P = NP.
Since this non-approximability result was derived with a reduction to the NP-complete problem of deciding if a schedule of length 2 does exist or not, we conjectured that for other instances with large optimal schedules better approximations might be possible. We will show that this conjecture is true in a comprehensive sense:
The Results. As the one main result we present a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for resource constrained scheduling with non-zero start times (problem class Pjres 1; r j ; p j = 1jC max ): For every > 0, (1= ) 2 II N, an integral schedule of size at most d(1 + )C opt e can be constructed in strongly polynomial time, provided that all resource bounds b i are at least 3(1+ ) 2 log(8Cs) and the number of processors is at least 3(1+ ) 2 log(8C). As a surprising consequence a schedule of length C opt +1 can be constructed in polynomial-time, 3 whenever b i 3C(C + 1) log(8Cs)) for all resource bounds b i and m 3C(C + 1) log(8C). This approximation guarantee is independent of the number of processors or resources.
Our proof techniques fall in the general scheme of randomized rounding and derandomization (Spencer Sp87], Raghavan/Thompson Ra88] and Raghavan Ra88]). The randomized rounding technique introduced in this paper di ers from Ra88], because we have to generate an integral solution which must be feasible with respect to both, equality constraints and packing constraints. The leading idea to meet these constraints is to consider the following relaxation: We keep the equality and packing constraints, but enlarge the optimal fractional schedule in an appropriate way and perform randomized rounding on the enlarged schedule. Furthermore, for derandomization an algorithmic version of the Angluin-Valiant inequality for multivalued random variables SrSt94] is invoked.
One might wonder, if under the assumptions b i 2 ( ?2 log(Cs)) for all i and m 2 ( ?2 log C) the scheduling problem is interesting enough. In other words, are such problems solvable in polynomial time ? The answer is negative: Under the hypothesis P 6 = NP our approximation is best possible. Among others it is shown that for the problem without start times and under the above conditions on the upper bounds of the resources and on the number of processors, given an optimal fractional schedule of length C and a feasible integral schedule of length C + 1, it is NP-complete to decide whether or not there exists an integral schedule of size C.
In conclusion, both results together precisely determine the border of approximability for resource constrained scheduling. Since multidimensional bin packing is a special case of resource constrained scheduling, all approximation results carry over. Furthermore, applying Berger/Rompel's BeRo91] extension of the method of log c n-wise independence to multivalued random variables, we can parallelize our algorithm in special cases: Let The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we study a general system of integer inequalities related to resource constrained scheduling, show under which circumstances an integral solution can be constructed via derandomization, and apply the results to resource constrained scheduling. In section 3 it is proved that the achieved approximation is optimal, unless P = NP. In section 4, as an example, the multidimensional bin packing problem is discussed. In section 5 we give the NC-approximation algorithm and show in the appendix section 6 how the NC-derandomization scheme of BeRo91] can be applied to our problem.
Integral Solvability of Inequality Systems
In this section we introduce a system of inequalities and equalities of which resource constrained scheduling with start times is a special case. It will be shown how an integral solution to such a system can be constructed in polynomial time, when a fractional solution to the system, which arises by scaling the right hand side of the inequalities of the initial system by some factor in (0,1), is given. In other words, we start with a fractional solution for the system with tighter constraints and randomly round the fractional solution to an integral one for the initial system. It will turn out that the integral solution is feasible, because the fractional solution satis es tighter inequalities, thus enough room is left for rounding. In this section we rst consider the general framework of inequality systems and then work out its application to resource constrained scheduling with start times. A general approach how to construct integral solutions for linear inequality and equality systems via derandomization can be found in Sriv95].
Inequality Systems and Derandomization Let b s; n; N be non negative integers. Let A = (a ij ) be a b s n 0/1 matrix and let b 2 Q b s + . For a vector x j 2 f0; 1g N , j = 1; : : :; n, and for k = 1; : : :; N let x jk be its k-th component. Let x (k) be the vector of all the k-th components, i.e. x (k) = (x 1k ; : : :; x nk ). Let r j 2 f1; : : :; Ng be numbers which will later play the role of start times. Consider the following system of linear inequalities Inequality System (IS) Ax (k) b 8k = 1; : : :; N jjx j jj 1 = 1 8j = 1; : : :; n x j 2 f0; 1g N 8j = 1; : : :; n x jk = 0 8k < r j 8j = 1; : : :; n x (k) = (x 1k ; : : :; x nk ) 8k = 1; : : :; N:
(1)
Resource constrained scheduling with non-zero start times ts in the system (IS) as follows:
Consider the processors as an additional resource R s+1 with requirements R s+1 (j) = 1 for all j = 1; : : :; n and with resource bound m. Let R = (R i (j)) ij be the resource constraint matrix, set A = R and take for the right-hand side of the rst inequality in (IS) the vector whose components are the resource bounds. Then, the problem of nding a minimum N such that (IS) has a solution is equivalent to the problem of nding a valid schedule of minimum length. In consequence, deciding the solvability of (IS) is a NP-complete problem. But a key observation is that (IS) can be solved, if the same system with a tighter right hand side, say (1 + ) ?1 b instead of b is fractionally solvable ( > 0). Let us de ne the -version of (IS) for parameters 0 < 1.
-Inequality System (IS( ))
Ax (k) (1 + ) ?1 b 8k = 1; : : :; N jjx j jj 1 = 1 8j = 1; : : :; n x j 2 f0; 1g N 8j = 1; : : :; n x jk = 0 8k < r j 8j = 1; : : :; n x (k) = (x 1k ; : : :; x nk ) 8k = 1; : : :; N: Suppose that u = (u 1 ; : : :; u n ) with u j 2 0; 1] N is a fractional solution for the -inequality system IS( ). Then a vector x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) with x j 2 f0; 1g N satisfying system (IS) can be constructed in O(N b sn 2 log(N b sn)) time.
For the proof we need the following derandomization result which is an algorithmic version of the Angluin-Valiant inequality for multi-valued random variables. Let b s; n; N be nonnegative integers. We are given n mutually independent random variables X j with values in f1; : : :; Ng and probability distribution Prob(X j = k) =x jk for all j = 1; : : :; n, k = 1; : : :; N and Theorem 2.3 ( SrSt94] Let 0 < < 1 and let E ik be events de ned as above satisfying inequality (6) . Then IP(
sn 2 log Nb sn -time.
We are ready to prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2. :; x n satisfying the conditions x j 2 f0; 1g N , jjx j jj 1 = 1 for all j = 1; : : :; n and Ax (k) b for all k = 1; : : :; N: Observe that the start-time conditions x jk = 0 for all k < r j and all j = 1; : : :; n are automatically stais ed, because by de nition of the fractional solution u j we have u jk = 0 for all k < r j and all j = 1; : : :; n. (in other words, the random variables X j are assigned to k < r j with probability equal 0) 2 In order to show the claimed approximation guarantee for resource constrained scheduling we proceed as follows. In the rst step we solve the linear programming relaxation of the integer program associated to resource constrained scheduling. Now an integer schedule can be generated in principle with our rounding theorem (Theorem 2.1). Since the rounding theorem can be applied only if a fractional solution within the smaller resource bound vector (1 + ) ?1 b is available, in the second step we have to show the existence of such a solution.
Generating Fractional Solutions. Let r max := max j=1;:::;n r j . W.l.o.g. we may assume that r j j for all j = 1; : : :; n. (Otherwise, if k > 1 is the smallest integer such that r k > k, one can schedule job T 1 at time 1,......, T k?1 at time k ?1 and the problem reduces trivially.) Hence, the maximal schedule length is at most n, thus C C opt n: The fractional optimal schedule C can be found in polynomial time using standard arguments 2 IE( ik) 3(1 + ) . To obtain (7) the following trick is helpful: Note that IE( ik) bi. We de ne a random variable Z with IE(Z) = bi. Suppose that X1; : : : ; Xn are independent 0/1 random variables and put X = X1+: : :+Xn. Suppose that IE(X) b. has a solution. Using binary search we can nd C along with fractional assignments (e x jz ) solving at most log n such LPs. Hence C can be computed in polynomial-time, if we use standard polynomial-time LP algorithms. Our goal is to nd an integral solution using the rounding theorem (Theorem 2.1). But at this moment we cannot apply it, because the rounding theorem requires the existence of a fractional solution within the tighter resource bound b 1+ , while C and the assignments (x iz ) are feasible only within the bound b. It 
It is instructive to state the randomized rounding algorithm behind the rounding theorem (Theorem 2.1) for resource constrained scheduling explicitly. Here is the algorithm:
Schedule the jobs at times selected by the following randomized procedure: And with = 1 C we infer -as it will be shown in the next section -the optimal approximation.
Remark 2.8 (a) Note that we have a strongly polynomial approximation algorithm, because on the one hand the optimal fractional schedule C can be computed with the strongly polynomial LP algorithm of Tardos 3 Non-Approximability
In this section we consider the processors as an additional resource. Under the assumption b i = (C 2 log(Cs)) we have constructed an integral schedule of size at most C + 1. This is very close to the optimal solution, because C opt is either C or C + 1. We will show for all xed C 3 that even under the assumption b i = (C 2 log(Cs)) it is NP-complete to decide whether C opt = C + 1 or C opt = C. (For C = 2 we refer to SrSt94])
In the remainder of this section we consider the \simpler" problem with zero start times. The following results show the NP-completeness of resource constrained scheduling under di erent conditions. In Theorem 3.1 we consider b i = 1 for all i and 0/1 resource requirements R i (j). Theorem 3.2 covers the case of b i = (log(Cs)) for all i and 0/1 resource requirements. In Theorem 3.3 we include the case of some R i (j) being fractional, i.e R i (j) 2 f0; 1; 1 2 g, and b i = (C 2 log(Cs)) for all i. Theorem 3.1 Under the assumptions that there exists a fractional schedule of size C 3 and an integral schedule of size C + 1, b i = 1 for all i = 1; : : :; s and R i (j) 2 f0; 1g for all i = 1; : : :; s and j = 1; : : :; n, it is NP-complete to decide whether or not there exists an integral schedule of size C.
Proof: We give a reduction to the chromatic index problem which is NP-complete Now to the reduction. Let G = (V; E) be a graph with jV j = , jEj = and deg(v) for all v 2 V . We construct an instance of resource constrained scheduling as follows. Introduce for every edge e 2 E exactly one job T e and consider = jEj identical processors. Let us freely call the edges jobs and vice versa. For every node v 2 V de ne a resource R v with bound 1 and resource/job requirements R v (e) =
( 1 if v 2 e 0 if v = 2 e:
It is straightforward to verify that there exists a coloring that uses colours if and only if there is a feasible integral schedule of size . Furthermore, there is a fractional schedule of size C = : Simply set x ez = 1 for all z = 1; : : :; . 2 In Corollary 2.6 we assumed b i = (log(Cs)) for all i. We did not respect this condition in the reduction above. In the next two theorem it is shown how this assumption can be included.
Theorem 3.2 Under the assumption that there exists a fractional schedule of size C 3 and an integral schedule of size C + 1, b i = (log(Cs)) for all for all i = 1; : : :; s, R i (j) 2 f0; 1g for all i = 1; : : :; s and j = 1; : : :; n, and C is xed, it is NP-complete to decide whether or not there exists an integral schedule of size C.
Proof: Let G = (V; E) be a graph with = jV j, = jEj and maximum vertex degree . We follow the pattern of the proof of Theorem 3.1, but instead of respresenting each edge of the graph G = (V; E) by one job, we consider 2K jobs where K = log . To keep the calculation simple let us assume that K is an integer (the proof carries over also to K = dlog e with minor changes of constants). For each e 2 E let us introduce 2K red In the following we will call jobs corresponding to an edge e simply e-jobs. In total we have 2K jobs. Considering 2K identical processors, the processor constraint is trivially satis ed. For every node v 2 V let R v be a resource with bound 2K and introduce for every edge e 2 E a resource R e also having bound 2K. The requirements are: every red job T r i (e) needs one unit of resource R v , if edge e is incident with node v. All other jobs including the blue jobs T b i (e) do not need resource R v . Every red or blue job needs one unit of its corresponding edge-resource R e . Hence in a feasible schedule of size all jobs corresponding to an edge must be scheduled in packets of size 2K. The crucial observation is:
If we can ensure that all red jobs corresponding to the same edge are scheduled at the same time, then we can de ne a scheduling time for this edge and can argue as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, where we showed that it is as hard to nd a schedule of size as to determine the existence of an edge coloring with colors.
To ensure that all red jobs corresponding to the same edge are scheduled at the same time let us introduce a new resource type:
For every edge e, every red job T r i (e) and every K-element subset S of blue jobs corresponding to e, de Here is a proof.
Suppose that the edges of G can be colored with colors taken from the set Z = f1; : : :; g. For each e 2 E schedule all red jobs T r i (e) at the time corresponding to the color of e, say z e 2 Z and schedule the blue jobs T b i (e) in packets of 2K at the remaining times z 6 = z e , z 2 Z. It is easily veri ed that this is a feasible schedule.
Suppose we are given a schedule of length . First observe that all red jobs T r i (e) corresponding to the same edge e must be scheduled at the same time. This can be seen as follows. For every edge e we have 2K e-jobs distributed over scheduling times. Due to resource R e with bound 2K at every time exactly 2K jobs must be scheduled. Now assume for a moment that there is an edge e 0 so that not all red e 0 -jobs are scheduled at the same time. Then there exists a time z 0 2 Z so that at least K blue e 0 -jobs and at least one red e 0 -job is scheduled at time z 0 . But this leads to a violation of the bound of some resource R T r i (e);S : Let S 0 be an arbitrary subset of the blue e 0 -jobs and let T r i (e 0 ) be a red e 0 -job scheduled at time z 0 . The requirement of resource R T r i (e 0 );S 0 at time z 0 is K + 1, but its bound is K, thus the schedule is not feasible. This proves the claim. Now we can color every edge with the (unique) scheduling time of the red jobs corresponding to the edge. Following the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is easily veri ed that this is a feasible edge coloring.
Next, we show that there is a fractional schedule of size and an integral schedule of size + 1. Since the chromatic index of G is at most + 1, we can de ne an integral schedule of this size as in the proof of Claim 1. Furthermore, it is easily checked that the setting x jz = 1 for all jobs T j and times z 2 Z de nes a fractional schedule of size . Thus we may take C = .
Finally, it remains to show that b i = (log(Cs)) for all i = hence Cs 7 , K 1 7 log(Cs) and because is xed, b i = (log(Cs)) for all i. 2
In the next theorem we invoke fractional resource requirements.
Theorem 3.3 Under the assumptions that there exist a fractional schedule of size C 3 and an integral schedule of size C + 1, b i 2 (C 2 log(Cs) for all resource bounds, C is xed and R i (j) 2 f0; 1 2 ; 1g for all i; j, it is NP-complete to decide whether or not there exists an integral schedule of size C.
Proof: We reduce to the to the chromatic index problem. Let G = (V; E) be a graph with = jV j; = jEj and maximum vertex degree . Put K = 15 2 log( ). For simplicity assume that K is an integer. For every edge e 2 E we consider 2K red and 2K( ? 1) blue jobs denoted by T r 1 (e); : : :; T r 2K (e) and T b 1 (e); : : :; T b 2( ?1)K (e):
Again we consider 2 K identical processors. Hence the processor constraint is trivially satis ed. Let T denote the set of all jobs, T r the set of red jobs, T b the set of blue job, T r (e) the set of red jobs corresponding to an edge e, T b (e) the set of blue jobs corresponding to an edge e and T (e) = T r (e) T b (e). Suppose that the edges of G can be colored with colors taken from the set Z = f1; : : :; g. For each e 2 E schedule all red jobs T r i (e) at the time corresponding to the color of e, say z e 2 Z, and schedule the blue jobs T b
i (e) in packets of 2K at the remaining times z 6 = z e , z 2 Z. Set x jz = 1, if job T j is scheduled at time z, and 0 else. It is straightforward to check that this schedlue does not violate the bounds of the resources R v and R e . Now let e 2 E and T r i 0 (e) 2 T r (e) be arbitrary. Consider the resource R i 0 ;e . Let z 2 Z. For z = z e we have and the rst part of the claim is proved. Suppose now that we have a feasible schedule of length . We show that it is impossible to schedule the red jobs corresponding to the same edge at di erent times. Then we can again argue as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 taking the scheduling time of the red jobs corresponding to an edge as the color of the edge.
Assume for a moment that there is an edge e 0 2 E and a time z 0 in a schedule of size so that I red jobs corresponding to e 0 with 1 I < 2K are scheduled at time z 0 . Since due to resource R e 0 at every time exactly 2K e 0 -jobs must be scheduled, exactly 2K ? I blue e 0 -jobs must be scheduled at time z 0 . Since there are strictly less than 2K red e 0 -jobs scheduled at time z 0 , there is a (red) job T r i 0 (e 0 ) scheduled at time z 0 , but whose buddy is not Finally, one may check as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 that there is a fractional schedule of size and an integral schedule of size + 1. Thus we can set C = .
We show b i 2 (C 2 log(Cs)) for all resource bounds. We have introduced n = 2K jobs and s = + + 2K resources. W.l.o.g. assume that 2 . With K = 15 2 log( ) we have s 16 4 , thus Cs 16 5 which implies C 2 log(Cs) 9C 2 log K, thus b i 2 (C 2 log(Cs)) for all i = 1; : : :; s. 
Parallel Scheduling and Bin Packing
In this section we consider s+1 resources R 1 ; : : :; R s+1 where resource R s+1 represents the processors. There is no obvious way to achieve the approximation guarantee of Theorem 2.5 in NC. In this section we will show that at least in some special cases there is an NC approximation algorithm. The algorithm is based on the method of log c n-wise independence. The important steps are:
1. Fractional Scheduling in Parallel. We wish to apply randomized rounding using log c (n)-wise independence and therefore rst have to generate an appropriate probability distribution in NC. Sequentially this is easy: solve the linear programming relaxation of the integer programming formulation of our scheduling problem and the fractional assignments of jobs to times will de ne the right distribution. Unfortunately, linear programming is P-complete ! But fortunately, due to the fact that the start times are zero, we have (as for the bin packing problem) a formula for the optimal fractional schedule. 3. Rounding in NC is performed with the parallel conditional probability method for multivalued random variables (Theorem 6.2).
First, C can be computed in parallel with standard methods. 
Robbins exact Stirling formula shows the existence of a constant n with 1 12n+1 n 1 12n so that n! = (n=e) n p 2 ne n ( Bol85], page 4), thus n! 3(n=e) n p n. We consider the following class of functions F, arising in the analysis of resource constrained scheduling, for which an NC algorithm constructing vectors with F-value less than (resp. greater than) the expected value I E(F(X 1 ; : : :; X n )) can be derived.
Let k; d be as above. Note that we assume k to be an even integer and d to be a power of some prime number, say a power of 2. This is necessary, since we shall need the fact Note that this sum has at most b n terms. The random variables X 1 ; : : :; X n by de nition have the form X j = (BY ) j mod d. Therefore we may restrict us to the computation of values for the Y i 's. The conditional probability method goes as follows: Suppose that for some 1 t `we have computed the values Y 1 = y 1 ; : : :; Y t?1 = y t?1 where y j 2 ; j = 1; : : :; t ? 1. Then choose for Y t the value y t 2 that maximizes the function w ! I E(F(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) j y 1 ; : : :; y t?1 ; Y t = w):
After`steps this procedure terminates and the output is a vector y = (y 1 ; : : :; y`) with y j 2 , (j = 1; : : :;`). Then the vectorx 0 = (x 0 1 ; : : :; x 0 n ) with components x 0 j = (By) j mod d is the desired solution. For 1 t `it will be convevient to use the notation: put Y t := (Y 1 ; : : :; Y t ),ỹ t := (y 1 ; : : :; y t ) andỸ t := (Y t+1 ; : : :; Y`),ỹ t := (y t+1 ; : : :; y`). We are done, if we can compute the conditional expectations I E(F(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) jỸ t =ỹ t ) within the claimed time and work bounds. By linearity of expectation, it is su cient to compute for each tripel (i; z; ), 1 i s 0 , z 2 , 2 I the conditional expectations I E(g (iz) (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) jỸ t =ỹ t ): 
